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Abstract—Character recognition is the process to classify the input character according to the predefined character class. Recent computer applications should read the text, which may be in the form of scanned handwritten document or typed text in various fonts or a combination of both. The character recognition system must be faster and reliable. Thus, an algorithm is selected inspired from pattern matching and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). We have also implemented feature extraction and graph matching algorithms for analysing performance of the Pattern Matching and ANN method.

The experimental results show accuracy of the pattern matching and ANN algorithm is 93% for typed characters and 70% for the handwritten characters, provided the algorithm is trained with character set of at least 5 different fonts. The accuracy improves as ANN is trained with more patterns. Also the database size and response time of the Pattern Matching and ANN algorithm is lesser than the other two algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE same characters differ in sizes, shapes and styles from person to person and even from time to time with the same person. Like any image, visual characters are subject to spoilage due to noise near the edges. Also, there are no hard-and-fast rules that define the appearance of a visual character. Thus, classical methods in pattern recognition are not perfect for the recognition of visual characters [11].

The character recognition system consists of feature extractor and classifier with the stored patterns in the database as shown in Fig.1. The classifier assigns classes to the character. The character properties i.e. features serve the purpose of recognition.

Character recognition system is useful in license plate recognition system, smart card processing system, automatic data entry, bank cheque/DD processing, money counting machine, postal automation, address and zip code recognition, writer identification etc. Thus, there is need of the faster and reliable character recognition system.

2 LITERATURE SURVEY

There exist several different techniques for recognizing characters. Basically these methods are online or offline [1].

On-line recognition seems to be a simpler problem since more information is available [3],[14],[19]. Off-line recognition operates on pictures generated by an optical scanner. The offline methods are Clustering, Feature Extraction, Pattern Matching and Artificial Neural Network. [6] [19]

The goal of a clustering analysis is to divide a given set of data or objects into a cluster, which represents subsets or a group. The partition should have two properties, which are homogeneity inside clusters and heterogeneity between the clusters. [7],[9],[10],[12]

Feature extraction classifies the characters based on properties that are somewhat similar to the features humans use to identify characters [1],[8],[16]. Researchers have used many methods of feature extraction for characters [5]. This approach gives the recognizer more control over the properties used in identification.
In Pattern Matching [15], a character is identified by analysing its shape and comparing its features that distinguish each character. Pattern matching methods are faster.

An algorithm that implements classification, especially in a concrete implementation, is known as a classifier. The term "classifier" sometimes also refers to the mathematical function, implemented by a classification algorithm that maps input data to a category. Fig.2 shows that the classifiers are categorized as statistical methods, artificial neural networks, support vector machines and multiple classifier combination. Statistical Methods are based on Baye’s rule. Discriminative methods are based on minimum error training.

The main driving force behind ANN research is the desire to create a machine that works similar to the manner our own brain works [2],[13],[16]. The neural networks have the ability to learn from examples, which makes them very flexible and powerful. ANN is also well suited for real-time systems because of their fast response and computational times which are because of their parallel architecture. Therefore this paper selects an approach of combining pattern matching and ANN. Thus the selected method is faster as well as accurate.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

The paper [19] has done the survey of various methods used for character recognition. We concluded saying that wise use of features and neural networks can lead to improved accuracies. Features of each character are required based on which a character can be classified. Neural Network helps the system to recognize the character even if the exact pattern is not available in the database. We can combine two or more techniques so as to improve the accuracy of the system. To verify the conclusion mentioned in [19], this paper has selected method inspired from pattern matching and ANN. The paper has also implemented feature extraction and graph matching so as to analyze the performance of the Pattern Matching and ANN method with feature extraction and graph matching algorithm.

3.1 Feature Extraction Method

In feature extraction, programmers must manually determine the properties they feel important. Some examples of properties are height, number of holes, maximum number of white-black transitions, nature of vertical stroke, aspect ratio, standard deviation, percent of pixels above horizontal half point, percent of pixels to right of vertical half point, number of strokes, average distance from image centre, Is reflected y axis, Is reflected x axis. [3]

After the input character is binarized and preprocessed, the features of the input character are found. (Fig.3) In the feature extraction algorithm, the features extracted are mean value, 8 values for horizontal zone mean and 8 values for vertical zone mean.

Recognition is done using standard deviation. In statistics and probability theory, standard deviation shows how much variation or "dispersion" exists from the average (mean, or expected value). A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean, whereas high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a large range of values. [18]

The parameters of one character class are estimated from the samples of its own character types only. Thus, the classifier used in this algorithm is parametric statistical classifier.

For recognition, we have used the standard deviation along x-axis and along y-axis as to compare primary features that represent the character properties. This value helps us to know the visual appearance of the character. Then, the algorithm to find squared standard deviation is as follows.

Step 1: Calculate the mean p1 of input character.
Step 2: Calculate the square of distance of mean of each data value p2 from the mean of input character p1. This is called Euclidean distance or variance (squared deviation) from mean and is given by

\[ totalDist = d^2(p1, p2) = (y - y1)^2 - (x_2 - x_1)^2 \]

Step 3: Similarly, update variance with all 8 horizontal zone means and 8 vertical zone means of input character
Step 4: Repeat the above steps for all character data in database.
Step 5: The character with the minimum variance with input character is the recognized character.

The limitation of this method is that it does not allow flexibility i.e. it does not give satisfactory results with multiple fonts at a time. The number of features used and the number of comparisons during recognition increases memory and processing time.

3.2 Graph Matching Method

A graph matching method [4] uses structural features as shown in Fig.4, of character. It is recognition method which considers relation of position and structural features. (Fig.5)
The features extracted are mean value, end points and branch points. We first find end points and branch points as shown in Fig.4. Then, find position information of end points and branch points.

1) End point and Branch point: We trace character lines using neighbour method. If pixel x satisfies condition of an end point or a branch point, pixel x is end point or branch point.

   For all the four (n) sides of the current pixel,
   If (neighbour (current_pixel) = 0)
   count++;

   Finally, if count value is 1, it is an end point and if count value is 3 then it is a branch point.

2) More information is required even though we have end point and branch point information, as there are number of characters having similar number of end points and branch points. Thus we find the distance between the end points and the branch points.

For recognition, we have to compare primary features that represent the character properties. The primary features are number of branch points and end points. If the primary features match, then only the method compares the secondary features viz. distance between the branch points and end points. The parameters of one character class are estimated from the samples of its own character types only. Thus, the classifier used in this algorithm is parametric statistical classifier. The steps for recognition are:

Step 1: Calculate the mean \( p1 \) of input character.

Step 2: Calculate the square of distance of mean of each data value \( p2 \) from the mean of input character \( p1 \). This is called Euclidean distance or variance (squared deviation) from mean and is given by

\[
\text{totalDist} = d^2(p1,p2) = (y2-y1)^2 - (x2-x1)^2
\]

Step 3: Similarly, update variance with variance of all end points and variance of all branch points of input character with each character in database.

Step 4: Repeat the above steps for all character data in database.

Step 5: The character with the minimum variance with input character is the recognized character.

This method also does not give satisfactory results for multiple fonts. But, as the number of features is less than the feature extraction method, the number of comparisons required is less.

Graph matching is a robust method. It works for multiple fonts and rotated characters. But if we try to input more than three different font styles, the accuracy of the method decreases.

### 3.3 CR based on Pattern Matching and ANN

In both the above algorithms, the recognition is done by comparing input character with every character pattern in database. Thus, they are slow. Therefore, we have implemented a method based on Pattern Matching & ANN [11]. The pattern matching [15] [17] has high speed and the ANN has relatively great space to enhance this recognition effect, which can accomplish higher recognition ratio with more training. This method gives success rate as 93% which is improved as compared to feature extraction and graph matching.

The Neural Network is trained by entering different patterns of the character. These patterns are stored in the database. When any character is input for recognition, the recognition ratio is calculated which is ratio between input character with the saved character. The character with maximum recognition ratio is recognized and is output.

After the input character is binarized, we find the weight matrix of the given character. (Fig. 6) The system can be trained with multiple patterns for a single character. The Neural Network analyses multiple patterns for a character. The weight matrix is created for all the characters, which represents all input patterns of that character collectively. It is updated every time a letter is taught to the ANN, by incrementing similar segment value and decrementing distinct segment value. The weight matrix becomes more perfect as we teach more patterns.

When any character is input for recognition, the recognition ratio is calculated which is ratio between input character with the character stored in database. The connecting weights are adjusted to minimize the squared error on training samples in supervised learning. Thus, the classifier used in this algorithm is ANN discriminative classifier. The classifier outputs the character with maximum recognition ratio.

1. Several variant patterns of the same character are taught to the network under the same label. Hence the network
learns possible variations of a single pattern and becomes adaptive in nature. Each element of matrix $M$ is defined to be 1 or -1 depending on pixel value. If pixel val=1, $M_{element}$=1. If pixel val=0, $M_{element}$= -1.

2. The input matrix $M$ is fed as input to the neural network. The NN learns in a supervised manner by adjusting its weights.

3. In the method of learning, each candidate character taught to the network possesses a corresponding weight matrix. As learning of the character progresses, the weight matrix is updated.

4. The matrix is initialized to zero. Whenever a character is to be taught to the network, an input pattern representing that character is submitted to the network. The weight matrix is updated for each sample of character $k$ as

$$W_k(i, j) = W_k(i, j) + M(i, j)$$

5. The Candidate Score is a product of corresponding elements of the weight matrix $W_k$ of the $k$th learnt pattern and an input pattern $I$ as its candidate.

$$\psi(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} W_k(i, j) * I(i, j)$$

6. $\mu$ is the ideal weight model score. The Recognition Quotient, $Q$ is a measure of how well the recognition system identifies an input pattern as a matching candidate for one of its many learnt patterns. The greater the value of $Q$, the more confidence does the system bestow on the input pattern as being similar to a pattern already known to it.

$$Q(k) = \frac{\psi(k)}{\mu(k)}$$

It can be observed that by regular training, the system develops its ability to identify a matching pattern and reject nonmatching patterns. Thus, regular supervised training enhances the performance of the system.

4 RESULTS

The fig. 7, fig.8 and fig.9 show the working of feature extraction, graph matching and the suggested method respectively. The algorithm is tested for typed and handwritten lower and upper case characters each with different set of patterns.

We have trained all the three algorithms with 26 upper case alphabets and 0 to 9 digits of 5 different fonts viz. Times, Tahoma, Lucida, Copper Black and Arial Black. We have observed the results for the trained characters (known font),
untrained characters (unknown font) and handwritten characters.

It is observed that the feature extraction gives wrong results if the value of feature i.e. standard deviation is similar for the two characters like B and S. Also, graph matching gives wrong results for the characters having same end points, branch points and the distance between them. The graphs of 2 and R have same points.

The suggested system gives wrong results for the similar patterns like 1 and I, where recognition quotient value is almost similar. But after training the system with multiple patterns, it gives the correct result.

It is observed that the feature extraction gives wrong results if the value of feature i.e. standard deviation is similar for the two characters like B and S. Also, graph matching gives wrong results for the characters having same end points, branch points and the distance between them. The graphs of 2 and R have same points.

Pattern matching gives wrong results for the similar patterns like 1 and I, where recognition quotient value is almost similar. But after training the system with multiple patterns, it gives the correct result.

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Accuracy of the algorithms is calculated by the following formula where T is total number of characters; TC is number of correctly recognized characters.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TC \times 100}{T}
\]

The accuracy of Pattern Matching and ANN method is 93% after training multiple patterns, whereas for feature extraction it is 85% and for graph matching it is 83%. Feature extraction and graph matching are useful for fixed font like typewritten characters. But, the suggested method can recognize handwritten characters due to its ability to learn and recognize new set of patterns. The Fig. 10 shows the analysis of accuracy of three algorithms for known font, unknown font and handwritten character.

It is also observed that the accuracy of the suggested system increases with the number of trained patterns. (Fig.11)

The accuracy of the suggested algorithm increases with the increased dimension of the weight matrix (Fig.12). But, it leads to increasing database size drastically. (Fig.13)

The size of the database file is more for feature extraction algorithm, as the number of features stored is more in number. Also, the database size of graph matching algorithm varies according to the number of end points and number of branch points found for that font. The database size of the Suggested algorithm is less, as a single weight matrix is used to store all the patterns of single character. (Fig.16)
Fig. 14 Analysis of Response Time for known fonts by three algorithms

Fig. 15 Analysis of Response Time for unknown fonts by three algorithms

Fig. 16 Analysis of Database File Size for single font by three algorithms

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show that the response time of the pattern matching and ANN algorithm is minimum for known as well as unknown fonts. Table 1 provides summary of the performance analysis.

## 6 Conclusion

We have implemented and compared the effectiveness of three algorithms which are Feature Extraction, Graph Matching and Pattern Matching with ANN. Feature extraction algorithm uses zonal features of character i.e. character mean, 8 horizontal zonal mean values, 8 vertical zonal mean values, number of pixels in 8 horizontal zones and number of pixels in 8 vertical zones. The graph matching algorithm uses less number of positional features i.e. character mean, branch points and end points. The results show that the graph matching and the feature extraction are suitable for the typewritten fonts as the fonts are fixed and less in number.

The CR based on pattern matching and ANN is faster and accurate. It is a universal approach as it recognizes the typed characters with 93% accuracy and handwritten characters with 70% accuracy. The result proves that the Pattern Matching and ANN is more accurate than the graph matching and feature extraction. But training ANN is complex and time consuming. It can detect typed as well as handwritten characters due to the ability of learning new patterns. The graph matching and the feature extraction are suitable for the typewritten fonts as the fonts are fixed and compact.

We have included a list of references sufficient to provide a more-detailed understanding of the approaches described. We apologize to researchers whose important contributions may have been overlooked.
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